
CanChild offers several validated and reliable measures and tools that are appropriate for a 
variety of commercial research or industry sponsored clinical trials. Please fill-out the following 
fillable PDF form, send to ccstore@mcmaster.ca, and we will respond with a quote.

Name: 

Title: 

E-mail Address:

Proposed Use for the Measure: 

Title of Your Study and Protocol Number, if applicable:

Name(s) of the Principal Investigator(s) only lead investigators are needed at this time:



Which CanChild measures or tools do you require?

Will the data from your study be submitted to any regulatory body such as the FDA or EMEA  

Yes

No

If yes, which regulatory body or bodies will you be submitting to?

How will the measure or tool be administered? i.e. hardcopy, electronically, etc.

If using electronically, please specify the electronic mode of administration:

Who is sponsoring the study?

Which language versions will you need? Please include both the language and the country, e.g. English (USA); 
English (New Zealand)

Will you be creating any additional translations for the purposes of your study? Please include both 
the language and the country, e.g. English (USA); English (New Zealand)

Number of patients to be administered the measures or tools:



Number of sites to administer the measures or tools: 

Company/institution/organization name:

Phone number:

Fax:

Address

Additional Comments:

CanChild 
Institute for Applied Health Sciences, 
McMaster University, 
1400 Main Street West,  
Room 408 
Hamilton, Ontario 
Canada  
L8S 1C7 

Phone: 905.525.9140 ext. 27850 
Fax: 905.529.7687 

E-mail: canchild@mcmaster.ca
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